irrigation system, art, and more diverse pergola. It would also include an enhanced model of that, complete with options. The $80,000 option is a more feature, improved lighting, and would water conservation features, a water space would include general vegetation, the space can look like. In the third phase where schematics and drawings has been selected and we are now in the OPIRG, the Office of Sustainability stakeholders including the student body, OPIRGs, the Office of Sustainability and Mcmaster University Student Centre Administration. A design firm has been selected and we are now in the phase where schematics and drawings have been developed in order to provide the student body with a preview of what the space can look like.

The three estimates are $60,000, $100,000, and $400,000. The $60,000 space would include general vegetation, small trees, vegetable gardens, amenities, a memorable vegetation wall, water conservation features, a water feature, improved lighting, and would be stocked with local and native species options. The $80,000 option is a more enhanced model of that, complete with additional shading such as a small pergola. It would also include an irrigation system, art, and more diverse vegetation options.

Sustainable, wholesome green space for rooftop patio for students, but also a big opportunities for projects. We have funds. It is rare for the stars to align on wins, & comped for consecutive Vanier caps, won a great concert through the TD Pump It Up contest and hosted a number of event commemorator to our 125th anniversary. Throughout all of these events, we have been led to ask the question, what is that makes us uniquely Marauders? Why are we students so engaged with their school? And what can we do to continue to encourage the connection between stakeholders and our campus?

In order to start answering that question the MSU is announcing the beginning of some new changes, changing around campus, beginning with your campus bar, TwelvEighty. That long hallway at the entrance of the restaurant will soon be filled with photo collages of McMaster’s history, including pictures of sports, social events, and former incarnations of the campus bar (remember the Donutman Joh, anyone?) This is just the first of many ideas resulting from efforts to reconnect with McMaster’s history and traditions. For more, we’d like your help in defining
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